The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project quantifies the impact of different health conditions by combining information about morbidity and premature mortality within a single metric, the Disability Adjusted Life Year. One important goal for the GBD project has been to inform decisions about global health priorities. A number of recent studies have used GBD data to argue that global health funding fails to align with the GBD. We argue that these studies' shared assumption that global health resources should 'align' with the burden of disease is unfounded and has troubling implications. First, since the allocation of resources involves difficult trade-offs between different, potentially competing goals, any 'misalignment' of allocation and disease burdens need not necessarily indicate that the allocation of funds fails to meet recipient countries' needs or interests. Second, using alignment as a baseline implicitly makes controversial assumptions about how harms of different magnitudes affecting different numbers of individuals should be aggregated. We discuss two alternative ways in which GBD data could help inform decisions about resource allocation, neither of which gives more than a limited role to GBD data.
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The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project quantifies the impact of different health conditions by combining information about morbidity and premature mortality within a single metric, the Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY). First initiated in the 1990s, the most recent version of the GBD, published in 2012, captures the state of global health in 2010. 1 From the beginning, the DALY and many aspects of its underlying methodology have been criticized on both technical and normative grounds, including age-weighting (i.e. DALYs lost at different ages were assigned different weights), discounting of future DALY losses and the survey methods used for determining disability weights. 2 In response to these concerns, the most recent version of the GBD has abandoned or adapted certain aspects of the original methodology. For example, the GBD no longer incorporates age-weighting in the DALY , and it uses a new and more globally representative procedure for determining disability weights (Salomon, 2010; Salomon et al., 2015) . While concerns about the DALY and its methodology remain, 3 in this article, we want to set aside the debate about the validity of the DALY to focus on issues arising in the context of its use in priority-setting and resourceallocation decisions. These issues are particularly salient because a central goal for the GBD has been not only to monitor developments in global health but also to inform policy decisions and debates about global health priorities (Murray, 1996; Murray et al., 2012b Murray et al., , 2012c . Concerns about the validity of the DALY of course also challenge its utility for such decisions; however, even if the DALY is accepted as a valid measure, there are separate concerns about the use of DALYs to inform priority-setting and resource-allocation decisions. In this article, therefore, we discuss problems that remain when using the DALY to make decisions about global health priorities and resource allocation, even if the validity of the DALY as a measure of health is confirmed.
We begin by describing how GBD data has been used in some discussions of global health policy. We focus on a number of recent studies that use GBD data to assess the allocation of global health aid and express concern that this allocation is 'misaligned' with the disease burden. We argue that the reliance on the idea of 'alignment' is problematic in two related respects. First, deviation from alignment does not necessarily indicate a deviation from recipient needs or priorities. Second, the idea that 'alignment' is useful in assessing the allocation of global health aid relies on implicit assumptions about how to aggregate harms of different magnitudes. The subsequent section sketches two alternative methods of assessing the allocation of global health aid: directly applying distributive principles to allocation decisions and focusing on the legitimacy of allocation decisions. Neither of these alternatives gives a prominent role to GBD data.
The DALY, Alignment and Priorities for Global Health
Notwithstanding concerns about the GBD's reliance on estimates where actual data are not available (Byass et al., 2013) , the DALY is probably the most powerful metric available for monitoring the distribution of health and illness at the global level, and arguments about global health policy and priority setting often rely on GBD data. 4 In particular, a number of recent studies use GBD data to assess the distribution of global health resources across different health conditions and different geographical regions, each concluding that global health funding fails to align with the GBD (Shiffman, 2006; Stuckler et al., 2008; Dieleman et al., 2014; Hanlon et al., 2014) . These studies share a common concern about a number of 'disparities' in how funding is allocated. First, they suggest that there is a disparity in the distribution of funds across diseases or disease groups. For example, Dieleman et al. compare the disease burden and development assistance for health (DAH) provided by donors and international agencies for 130 low-and middle-income countries. They find what they call a 'lack of congruence': whereas noncommunicable diseases accounted for 49.8 per cent of the total disease burden, they received 2.3 per cent of the development assistance; by contrast, HIV/AIDS and maternal, newborn and child health, which make up 3.7 per cent and 21 per cent of the burden, receive 45.9 per cent and 32.2 per cent of development assistance, respectively (see Figure 1) .
Using a similar methodology, Hanlon et al. find significant variation across disease-specific funding. With respect to development assistance per DALY per capita, they find that 'donors provide much more development assistance for health per HIV/AIDS DALY than from other burdens' (compared to total burden, burden caused by tuberculosis (TB) and burden caused by malaria) (Hanlon et al., 2014) . Figure 2 (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1566 Shiffman assesses the allocation of funds across different infectious diseases, using annual donor dollars per DALY caused by different health conditions (Shiffman, 2006) . He finds that annual donor dollars vary significantly across diseases; for example, whereas polio receives US$2,454 per DALY in annual donations, acute respiratory infections receive only US$0.58 per DALY. He concludes that 'direct grants [of funds] correspond little to burden' (Shiffman, 2006: 415) .
Second, some studies suggest that there is a disparity in funding across geographical regions. Hanlon et al. find considerable variation in funding across geographical areas: South Asia, East Asia and Pacific receive relatively little health-related development assistance per DALY, while Sub-Saharan Africa receives the most. They also provide a map illustrating country-level funding, again showing considerable variation in dollars received per DALY (see Figure 3) (Hanlon et al., 2014) .
Dieleman et al. also consider how funds were distributed across a sample of 130 low-and middle-income countries. They calculated the amount of 'expected' development assistance for each country based on its total disease-specific disease burden and its GDP. Again, the funds actually received differed significantly from the expected amounts, with Botswana, for example, receiving almost 14 times its expected amount and Malaysia only 4 per cent of the expected amount ( Figure 4) . Stuckler et al.' s analysis also considers allocations of funds across geographical regions, although with a somewhat different purpose. They compare funds distributed across different diseases in Africa and the Western Pacific regions. 5 The disease burdens in these two regions are very different: whereas in Africa, the disease burden is mostly due to infectious disease, in the Western Pacific area, noncommunicable diseases are prominent. They ask whether WHO allocates a greater proportion of funds to noncommunicable diseases in the Western Pacific region compared to the African region and find that 'in both regions, the resources were heavily skewed towards infectious disease' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1566 . While the studies' normative assumptions are typically not made explicit, the findings are frequently couched in normative language, suggesting that the authors consider their findings problematic. For example, Stuckler et al. speak about a 'mismatch between the disease burden and allocated funds' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1567 , a 'misalignment' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1563 and a 'skew towards infectious diseases' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1563 , while Dieleman et al. talk about a 'lack of alignment between disease burden, income [i.e. national income of recipient country], and funding' (Dieleman et al., 2014: 878) and a striking 'discrepancy between global burden and DAH health focus areas' (Dieleman et al., 2014: 884) .
Some of the studies suggest that allocation decisions would be better if they more closely tracked the distribution of disease burdens across different diseases and geographical regions. For example, Dieleman et al. suggest that the lack of alignment 'reveals the potential for improvement in resource allocation', and that Tracking . . . international transfers of funds for health and tying them to disease burden estimates is imperative for policy makers, donors, and health program managers. Comparisons across disease burdens and spending on different diseases provide a necessary input into resource allocation decisions. When such comparisons are combined with information describing the cost, effectiveness, and availability of interventions, analysts can use them to prescribe optimal spending patterns. (Dieleman et al., 2014: 878) Perhaps most explicitly, Hanlon et al. suggest that the 'ratio of assistance to burden . . . is a useful metric that should influence donor behavior' (Hanlon et al., 2014: 4) .
To be sure, none of the studies suggest that disease burden alone should guide resource allocation across diseases and/or regions. Considerations such as preventing the spread of infectious diseases, economic effects, cost-effectiveness of available interventions, national security concerns and non-health factors are mentioned as possible (and appropriate) reasons for 'deviation' from funding in direct proportion to disease burden (Shiffman, 2006; Stuckler et al., 2008; Dieleman et al., 2014; Hanlon et al., 2014) . These considerations, however, do not capture a more fundamental concern about the implicit assumptions and approach adopted in these studies, which have more thorough-going implications for the project of using GBD data to inform global health policy.
Concerns
While these studies provide important insights into the distribution of global health funding, we are concerned about their normative assumptions and implications. Implicit in these arguments is the idea that 'alignment' between allocation of funds and disease burdens (either in terms of its distribution across different kinds of diseases or across different geographical regions) is a selfevident criterion for assessing the allocation of global health funding. Stuckler et al. note explicitly that '[i]deally, we would relate trends in global expenditure on research to the burden that is attributable to different categories of disease' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1564 . For the allocation of funds to be perfectly aligned with disease burdens, the allocation of resources across different health conditions would be in direct proportion to the contribution each makes to the all-cause disease burden. For example, if a third of the all-cause disease burden results from a particular disease group, then one-third of available funds should be directed toward that disease group. We have two concerns about the idea of 'alignment'.
'Alignment' and Recipient Priorities
Several studies suggest that deviation from perfect alignment indicates that current funding is driven at least in part by priorities other than those of the recipients. For example, Shiffman suggests that the relatively high funding for HIV/AIDS and TB may reflect the fact that these diseases are also important contributors to the burden of disease in industrialized countries (Shiffman, 2006: 415-416) . Similarly, Stuckler et al. note that the WHO's regular budget is more closely aligned with the burden of disease than extra-budgetary funds, which reflect the priorities of wealthy donor countries and private donors (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1567 .
While it may, of course, be true that the current distribution of global health resources reflects donor rather than recipient priorities, this cannot be concluded from the presence of 'misalignment' alone and, by the same token, it does not follow that recipients' needs would be best met by ensuring that the distribution of funding across different diseases corresponds to the contribution each condition makes to the overall, all-cause disease burden in those countries. While, as we noted earlier, most of the studies acknowledge plausible reasons for deviating from such an allocation-e.g. cost-effectiveness of interventions addressing different diseases, concerns about contagiousness or national security-they generally presume that if no such reasons can be found, the allocation of funds must reflect a departure from the true interests or priorities of recipients.
However, whether or not alignment reflects the interests of recipients is an open question requiring both normative inquiry and empirical research. Allocating resources for health involves difficult trade-offs between different, potentially competing goals. Countries may seek to improve population health as measured by the DALY, but may also seek to reduce health inequalities, or to address poor health outcomes due to specific health conditions or among specific social groups. A distribution of resources that, from the outside, may look like a 'misalignment', could reflect different, but entirely reasonable, normative decisions about which objectives to prioritize. Moreover, different communities may differ in their priorities, and a distribution of resources-including one that 'aligns' with the burden of disease-that reflects the priorities of one country may not be appropriate for another.
Normative Issues with Aggregation
A second concern is that using alignment as a baseline implies a particular answer to the question of how we should respond to harms of different magnitudes affecting different numbers of individuals. This problem is familiar in philosophical debates (e.g. Hirose, 2014) and the relevance of these concerns to the application of the DALY and other summary measures of health such as the quality-adjusted life-year has been recognized (e.g. Daniels, 1998; Arnesen and Kapiriri, 2004) . In the present context, relying on alignment could lead us to prioritize conditions that are less severe but more prevalent over conditions that are more severe but less prevalent. This is because GBD data aggregates DALYs across different individuals who may suffer from conditions of different levels of severity; the total DALYs resulting from any particular condition are a function of the severity weight attached to the condition, life-years typically lost and/or lived with the condition and the number of people affected by the condition.
Consider the following example (which oversimplifies certain aspects of the DALY). Imagine three different conditions, each constituting a total DALY loss of 30. Condition A affects one person, causing her to lose 30 fully healthy life-years; condition B causes 30 people to lose one fully healthy life year each; and condition C causes 600 people to live 1 year with a disability weighted at 0.05. Each of these three conditions results in 30 DALYs lost, or one-third of a total DALY burden of 90.
If we were to perfectly align spending with disease burden, each condition would receive one-third of available resources. However, one can make reasonable cases for 'misaligned' funding. For example, one might prioritize C, on the grounds that it will benefit the most individuals; alternatively, one might prioritize A, on the grounds that it will address the most severe condition. Aggregating harms of different magnitudes suffered by different individuals raises important philosophical questions, which are neglected by studies that assume 'alignment' as the default distribution.
While many diseases responsible for high DALY burdens are severe conditions that typically lead to premature mortality at a young age, less severe conditions with lower mortality can also make large contributions to the total disease burden if their prevalence is very high. For example, individuals may suffer from depressive disorders over long periods of time, and the high prevalence of these disorders makes them one of the top contributors to the total burden of disease, even though they are not associated with a large mortality rate. Non-communicable diseases such as cancer and diabetes, which make up an increasingly large share of the total burden of disease, typically result in premature mortality at older ages and have varying degrees of severity. Should these conditions receive higher priority than more severe diseases because they are more prevalent? Using 'alignment' as a baseline simply assumes, without further argument, that the answer to this question is yes.
Similar concerns arise if we look at how funding relates to the distribution of disease burdens across different countries or geographical regions. Imagine three different countries, each with the same per capita disease burden (let us also assume that these countries are similar in other relevant respects, such as income). In country A, the disease burden is due to a small number of people suffering from very severe conditions; in county B, the same per capita DALY loss is the result of a larger number of people suffering from a moderately disabling condition; in country C, everyone suffers from a mild disease, again resulting in the same per capita DALY loss. The idea of 'alignment' would suggest that, at least as a starting point, the total funds should be allocated equally between these three countries. Again, however, there is little reason to assume, certainly not without further argument, that this would be a reasonable starting point, once we take into account that per capita DALY loss averages out differences in disease severity across individuals within a population. One might argue, for example, that no funds should be allocated to country C because the DALY loss is entirely caused by mild diseases.
Alternatives
The DALY was developed to allow monitoring of global health in a way that captures premature mortality, morbidity and disability all within the same measure. This was meant to address the overemphasis on mortality (especially among young children) at the expense of morbidity in global health debates, and the potential for advocacy groups to overstate the mortality rates associated with 'their' diseases (Murray, 1996) . The creators of the DALY envisaged that GBD data would provide important insights for debates about global health priorities and resource allocation; they also suggested, however, that the data would only be one among several criteria on which global health priorities should be based:
The comparative view provided by summary measures [of health] helps decision-makers, researchers, and citizens understand what the most important problems are and whether they are getting better or worse. This information, along with information on the costs, intervention effectiveness, and equity implications of health interventions and policy options, lays the foundation for a debate on priorities for health policy action and research that is clearly informed by the best available evidence. (Murray et al., : 2198 This passage suggests an appreciation of the shortcomings of the DALY in resource allocation and priority-setting decisions, but also leaves policy makers with the task of determining how exactly to use GBD data in their deliberations. Thus, even though the GBD was developed with the goal of informing the debate about global health priorities, it is not clear how exactly it can play this role. In this section, we sketch out two alternative methods of making decisions about allocation of global health resources, and the possible role of GBD data in each method.
Direct Application of Distributive Principles
One way to approach the question of how global health aid should be allocated is to use theories of distributive justice to guide distributive decisions. Political philosophers of course disagree about how precisely the notion of distributive justice should be interpreted. The most prominent approaches in the current debate-egalitarianism, prioritarianism and sufficientarianism-propose rather different ways of thinking about distributions and what makes them just or unjust; moreover, within each of these broad categories, different interpretations of the basic distributive principle are possible and disputed in the literature. Despite these theoretical disagreements, Wolff and de-Shalit (2007) have argued that, for practical, real-world purposes, the goal of improving the condition of the least advantaged is one that advocates of these different accounts of distributive justice can endorse:
provided that there are people in society who have not yet achieved sufficiency, and provided we have in mind limited, or at least finite, budgets and financial resources, then all of these views appear to converge on the same general policy prescription in the short to medium term: identify the worst off and take appropriate steps so that their position can be improved. (Wolff and deShalit, 2007: 3, emphasis in original) One implication of an approach that prioritizes the worst-off in this way could be that, contrary to the assumption that 'alignment' represents the best way to distribute resources, we should not direct resources toward mild or even moderately severe diseases at all, including many non-communicable diseases Millum, 2015a, 2015b) . Thus, for many normatively appealing ways of allocating resources, it is crucial to distinguish between mortality, disease severity and prevalence-distinctions that the DALY obscures in an effort to provide a way of making different health states quantifiable and comparable.
A similar concern for the worst-off may underlie Stuckler et al.'s decision to assess the distribution of funding not just across diseases with different DALY loss but also to relate the distribution of funding to the mortality burdens caused by different diseases (Stuckler et al., 2008) . Whereas DALYs capture both morbidity and mortality, focusing on mortality effectively focuses on diseases that are severe enough to kill. To the extent that this can capture aspects of disease severity, this comparison is more apt than a focus on DALY losses alone. However, we should note that this would be true only for age-adjusted mortality rates: if our goal is to identify the worst-off, it would likely also matter at what age people die-those threatened by a disease that kills at age 15, for example, might be considered worse off than those who face death at age 65.
Importantly, on such an approach, GBD data would play a different and much smaller role in resource allocation decisions than is assumed in much of the literature. An approach such as Wolff and de-Shalit's requires us to decide which criteria should be used to identify the worst-off. On this issue, a number of different positions can be defended; for example, do we focus on those who are worst off with respect to health only, or are we trying to capture who is worst off, all things considered (Brock, 2012; Sharp and Millum, 2015a) ? On the latter interpretation, a focus on improving the situation of the worst-off could justify a funding 'misalignment' in favor of funding interventions addressing a very severe but rare disease that is particularly prevalent among the most disadvantaged residents of a country.
For many of the positions we might take on these philosophical questions, GBD data might be helpful in identifying those individuals who should be considered among the worst off. Further, among different interventions that seek to help the worst-off, we may prefer more over less cost-effective interventions; GBD data could again be helpful in making such assessments (though the caveats about aggregation mentioned above still apply), as the DALY has been used to capture the cost-effectiveness of a range of different interventions Laxminarayan et al., 2006) . However, questions about the relative contributions different diseases and different geographical regions make to the total disease burden will no longer be directly relevant, and GBD data would play a much smaller role in informing allocation decisions than is assumed in much of the literature.
Legitimacy of Allocation Decisions
An alternative approach for making decisions about research allocation and priorities for global health focuses on the political legitimacy of such decisions. Stuckler et al.'s (2008) analysis hints at these considerations. One of their objectives is to identify discrepancies between the allocation priorities implicit in the regular WHO budget and those of its extra-budgetary funds. There are crucial differences in how these two budgets are allocated. The allocation of the extra-budgetary funds is driven by 'the wealthy donor countries, industry and philanthropists' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1567 . By contrast, the allocation of the regular budget is decided by the World Health Assembly, 'a uniquely representative organization, providing a forum for 193 governments to influence the global health agenda' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1564 , thus reflecting the views of all countries, including low-income and middle-income countries. Because the regular budget reflects the views of all countries and is not, like the extrabudgetary funds, driven primarily by donor interests, and because the allocation of the regular budget is 'much more closely aligned with the actual burden of disease' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1567 than the extra-budgetary funds, they conclude that 'extra-budgetary funds are misaligned with the health needs of the main recipients of WHO's activities' (Stuckler et al., 2008 (Stuckler et al., : 1567 .
Stuckler et al. seem to assume a link between the greater legitimacy of the World Health Assembly's distributive decisions and the fact that its distribution of funds is more closely aligned with the disease burden, compared to the distributive decisions of private donors. They seem to reason that because the WHA's distribution is closely aligned with disease burden, it reflects recipients' needs and, therefore, it has greater legitimacy than the distributive decisions of private donors. In principle, however, the WHA's distributive decisions may have greater legitimacy than those of donors because of how these decisions are made, irrespective of how those decisions align with the disease burden. In other words, the more 'representative' World Health Assembly lends a legitimacy to the allocation of the regular budget that the donor-driven allocation of the extra-budgetary funds does not have. Importantly, this line of reasoning does not assume that alignment with the burden of disease reflects an 'optimal' allocation of resources. Instead, it compares the actual distribution of resources to a distribution that reflects the commitments and priorities of the WHOin part because those commitments and priorities to some degree reflect the commitments and priorities of the international community, or at least have a greater claim to legitimacy than the decisions of private donors. What matters, on such an approach, is whether decisions are the result of a political process that can claim some legitimacy in terms of how priorities and allocations are determined.
This approach resonates with a broader development in the debate on resource allocation, which focuses on the legitimacy of decision-making processes regarding particular questions about rationing or resource allocation, rather than arguing for specific principles that are to be applied to these problems. In particular, Daniels and Sabin have developed an influential framework-'accountability for reasonableness' (Daniels and Sabin, 2008; Daniels, 2000) -that sets out a range of criteria for fair decision-making procedures that may generate legitimate decisions on controversial questions.
The framework has influenced the decision-making procedures of a number of national bodies, including the United Kingdom's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (Daniels and Sabin, 2008) , and the applicability of this framework to priority-setting in low-income countries has also been explored (Kapiriri and Martin, 2007) . To our knowledge, however, there has not been any application at the global level, where decisions affect allocations across rather than within countries.
The accountability for reasonableness framework is intended to facilitate decisions on normative questions on which there is reasonable disagreement: for example, even if we cannot agree on which distributive principles should govern resource allocation decisions, it is possible to agree on a fair process through which legitimate decisions can be reached. The framework requires 'transparency about the grounds for decisions; appeals to rationales that all can accept as relevant to meeting health needs fairly; and procedures for revising decisions in light of challenges to them' (Daniels, 2000 (Daniels, : 1300 . While the decision-making process employed in the World Health Assembly may not meet the requirements of a legitimate decision-making procedure as it is described in the accountability for reasonableness framework, it is not implausible to suggest that it has greater potential for generating legitimate decisions than the decisions of private donors, who need not make the grounds for their decisions explicit and whose decisions are generally not subject to a review process. However, the key point here is that we might prefer the WHA distribution on the grounds of political legitimacy, not because it more closely aligns with the burden of disease.
If we foreground the procedural dimensions of allocation decisions, the precise role of GBD data is variable. Participants in a decision-making process may choose to use GBD data as a benchmark or starting point for distributive decisions, amending it in exceptional circumstances; they may include it as one among a larger toolbox of available metrics that take into account disease severity and prevalence among different socioeconomic groups; or they may dispense with it entirely.
Conclusions
GBD data provide an intuitively appealing and useful means of comparing across health conditions. However, despite its intuitive appeal, it would be a mistake to uncritically assume that global health resources should 'align' with the GBD. What may seem like a 'misalignment' across diseases, disease groups or geographical regions does not necessarily indicate that resources are allocated suboptimally, illegitimately or unfairly. Since criteria-such as disease severity-that may be crucial to resource allocation are obscured by how GBD data are aggregated, assuming alignment as the starting point for assessing allocations of global health aid is misguided.
We discussed two alternatives for approaching questions about resource allocation for global health: one directly applying distributive principles to such decisions, the other focusing on how such decisions are made and their legitimacy. It is striking that neither of these alternatives gives more than a limited role to GBD data. Given that informing decisions about global health policy has been a central rationale for the GBD study (and, presumably , an important reason for investing significant resources), more work needs to be done to show how the GBD can in fact fulfill this role. While this does not undermine the usefulness of GBD data for the purposes of monitoring global health, it raises difficult questions for the use of GBD data in policy decisions.
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